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AT VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY we are exploring the 
use of expert systems in a broad range of application areas. 
Programming is in Franzlisp on a VAX 11/790, UC1 LISP on 
a DEC-10, and IQLISP on an IBM XT. Currently, personnel 
from four schools in the University are participating Listed 
below are brief descriptions of current projects. 

Evaluation of GAIT 

This project deals with recommending therapies for per- 
sons with abnormal walking patterns. Static knowledge 
about gait and anatomy is represented in frames and dynamic 
evaluation strategies are represented in frames and meta- 
rules. Initial results are described by Dzierzanowski et al. 
(Dzierzanowski et al., 1983). 

Personnel: J. Bourne, R. Shiava, J. Dzaerzanowski, H. 

Initial Prescription Dialysis Consultant 

A rule-based consultant system has been implemented 
for advising physicians about the prescription of initial 
dialysis therapies (Schaffer et al, 1983). This system is now 
in use at the Dialysis Clinics, Inc., Nashville, Tennessee. This 
system is now being expanded into a community of simulated 
consultative experts that provide advice about pharmacol- 
ogy, cardiovascular problems, nutrition and other problems 

Personnel: J. D. Schaffer, J. Cavaedes, J Bourne 

EMG Diagnosis 

This project is devoted to building a complete system 
that assists the electromyogram [EMG] reader. The system 
under development consists of three stages: 

Sandell. 

EEG Consultation Systems 

1 EMG acquisition 

2. feature extraction 

3 an inference system based on features and common- 
sense knowledge about EMG evaluation 

We have completed several expert systems for electro- 
encephalogram evaluation (Jagannathan, et al., 1981, 1982) 
(Bourne et al., 1983) These systems have been primarily rule- 
based and have performed well in several studies. We have 
also implemented a rule-based microprocessor EEG evalua- 
tion system (Schaffer et al., 1983). 

Personnel: J. Bourne, L. Baas. 

Partacipants: J Sztipanovats, M. Bradruzamon, R. Shiava. 

Intelligent Instrument Research 

Work is underway on producing intelligent interfaces to 
small instruments, e.g , signal averagers, spectral analyzers. 
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The basic problem is to assist the naive user in setting 
parameters for proper use of a complex instrument. 

References 

Electronic Circuit Board Evaluation 

We are undertaking a project for evaluating faults in 
microprocessor-based circuit boards. Abstract circuit descrip- 
tions are frame-based as is interconnection information 
Rules and m&a-rules are used to infer diagnostic procedures. 
The project is intended to simulate the expertise of an expert 
electronic repair person. 

Personnel: G. Beale, A. Brodersen, M. Hofman, J 
Cavaedes, J. Bourne. 

Projects concerned with theoretical issues are also being 
conducted in areas including knowledge acquisition and rep- 
resentation methods and machine learning. 
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A new publication from Digital Press by Guy L. Steele, JI: 

Digital Press is proud to introduce the definitive work on COMMON LISP 

Steele provides professional users and other LISP dialects, it incorporates 
students access to COMMON LISP as more features including a richer and 
a universal programming language. more complex set of data types and 
He defines a set of standard language control structures. 
concepts and constructs to be used 
for communication of data structures COMMON LISP manual, Guy L Steele, Jr. 

and algorithms in the COMMON LISP $22.00/1984/Paperbound/Order Number 
EY-00031-DP/ISBN O-932376-41-X dialect. 

This book will serve as a reference To order by Mastercard or Visa: (Out- 

to the specifications of COMMON side Mass) 800-343-8321, (Inside Mass) 

LISP, the successor to previous LISP 
800-462-8006. Send Purchase Orders or 

dialects. Steele has incorporated 
Checks (payable to Digital Equipment 
Corporation) to: 

Implementation Notes that suggest 
techniques for handling unique cases Digital Press, 

and Compatibility Notes that compare Al Department, 
or contrast COMMON LISP features 30 North Ave., 

with other popular LISP dialects. Burlington, MA 01803. 

Like most LISP systems, COMMON 
Postage and handling free when order is pre- LISP may be used in an interpretive paid Ten percent discount when ordering two or 

mode allowing an interactive style of more books. 
program development. Although the 
goals of COMMON LISP are similar to 

Price quoted US only, subject to change without 
notice 
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